
 

 
 

Global aid organization sought energy 
efficiency strategies for key global offices to 
reduce operating costs and GHG footprint 
Third Partners conducted on-site energy audits and facilities surveys for UNICEF           
headquarters in New York and the East Asia-Pacific Regional Office (EAPRO) in            
Bangkok, Thailand. Third Partners identified $500,000 in annual cost savings          
from energy efficiency & facilities retrofits.  
 
Background 
The United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) is a special program of the              
United Nations and is one of the most effective NGOs in the world. Its mission is to improve the                   
education, health, nutrition, and general welfare of children around the world. It also responds to               
major global emergencies to meet the complex needs of affected children. Climate change is              
increasing the frequency of emergencies such as droughts, strong storms, floods, wildfires, and             
sea-level rise. For UNICEF, climate change poses a significant threat to the future security of the                
children it protects and also its own operations and resources.  
 
UNICEF sought an energy efficiency assessment of two key facilities: its headquarters in New York,               
and EAPRO in Bangkok, Thailand, one of its seven regional offices across the world. Working with                
facilities, maintenance, administration, and policy staff at each facility, Third Partners conducted            
energy audits to identify cost savings and greenhouse gas emissions reduction opportunities.  

 
Third Partners services for the 26,000 sq. ft. EAPRO facility in Bangkok included:  
▪Performing an energy audit of the facility including all mechanical systems as well as a review of                 

electrical, lighting, and air conditioning architectural plans  

▪Rooftop Solar PV system - developing recommendations on array size, production estimate,            

cost, and financing, as well as securing the lowest bid from a vendor in the Third Partners                 

network  

▪Identifying a delamping regimen to reduce over-lit spaces, reducing lighting energy use by 30%  

 

Third Partners services for the 215,000 sq. ft. HQ facility in New York included:  
▪Updating past engineering reports for both lighting & HVAC systems to include a retrofit              

installation plan, estimated costs, and payback period 

▪Developing a proposal for the IT team to reduce usage from desktop and laptop PC systems  

▪Recommending a system for real-time energy monitoring of building systems 

▪Identifying a Renewable Energy purchase plan from its utility company 

 

Results 
Based on recommendations established by Third Partners, UNICEF is able to reduce operating             

costs by nearly $500,000 between these two facilities. Consuming less energy each year will              

reduce UNICEF’s environmental footprint and also allow it to devote more of its financial              

resources to serving the most vulnerable children of the world. Third Partners is proud to have                

have played a role in facilitating these cost savings and helping UNICEF fulfill its mission.  
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